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Guitar Center Files For Bankruptcy
America's largest retailer of musical instruments, Guitar Center,
has filed for bankruptcy protection. It is yet another blow to the
arts & entertainment community/
industry caused or made worse by
the COVID-19 pandemic. The
company is owned by Ares Management Corporation.
"Even before
the pandemic,"
writes Lauren
Hirsch for the
New York Times, "Guitar Center’s
business was threatened by online
rivals like the website Sweetwater, and the company was

Code Orange
Grammy
Nom
Pittsburgh band Code Orange
has snagged the second Grammy
Award nomination in its 12-year
history.
First presented as the Gramophone Award in 1959, the awards
program operated by the Recording Academy is the music
industry's highest honor. Code
Orange's album "Underneath" is
under consideration for the Best
Metal Performance.
Code Orange is comprised of guitarist/vocalist Reba Meyers, multi
-instrumentalist/vocalist Eric
"Shade" Balderose, drummer/
vocalist Jami Morgan, bassist Joe
Goldman, guitarist Dominic Lan-

heavily indebted as a result of a
private-equity led buyout years
earlier. Still, it said in a court filing, it had had 10 consecutive
quarters of sales growth through
the end of February. But, it said,
the pandemic 'wiped out much' of
that progress. It missed an interest
payment of roughly $45 million
last month, putting it on the path
to a bankruptcy filing . . ."
USA Today's Nathan Bomey reports that Guitar Center hopes to
slash its debt by nearly $800 million. He quotes CEO Ron Japinga
who insists that "throughout this
process, we will continue to serve
our customers and deliver on our

mission of putting more music in
the world."
When the lockdowns began, musical instrument retailers were not
considered essential businesses.
Locally, some businesses like
Acoustic Music Works have
indefinitely closed their physical
stores while focusing on online
sales. Others, like Waddell's Music Center and Pittsburgh Guitars, are limiting the number of
people in the store.
However, Pittsburgh Drum Exchange shut down permanently in
July.

Mattress Factory Sues
Insurance Company
Mounting losses due to the
COVID-19 pandemic have
prompted the Mattress Factory
(MF) to address the crisis in its own
way --- by
suing the museum's insurance company.

Paula Reed Ward reports for the
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review that
MF filed suit in federal court
claiming that their policy with the
Cincinnati Insurance Company
protects the museum from losses
“by action of civil authority that
prohibits access to the premises” -- like a pandemic shutdown.

dolina and touring drummer
Ethan Young.

MF's losses have hit the $600,000
and continues to climb. But the
insurance company insists that the
policy does not cover losses resulting from bacteria or a virus.

The country duo Dan+Shay
(which includes Pittsburgh native
Dan Smyers) for their collaboration with Justin Bieber. Political
humorist and media personality
Trevor Noah (TV's "Daily Show")
will host the next ceremony on
January 31, 2021. Click here for a
complete list of nominees.
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COVID Research Project
With at least two potential
COVID-19 vaccines coming, the
Greater American Arts Council
(GPAC) has hired research firm
Wolfbrown to survey
23 local arts organizations and their
audiences about reopening.
"Pittsburgh's arts and cultural
industry has experienced tremendous losses as a result of the pandemic," said GPAC's Mitch
Swain in a press release. "Our
goal is to provide participating
organizations with a method to
survey their audiences and make
informed decisions regarding the

health and safety measures, programming and other essential
decisions that impact the future of
their organizations."
The monthly survey, Audience
Outlook Monitor, continues
through February 2021. "Due to
financial and survey limitations,
we had to limit the number of
participants in this study," explained Swain. "However, we're
all struggling. [GPAC] is dedicated to sharing Audience Outlook Monitor data so our entire
community can benefit from this
rigorous research and make more
informed decisions at their facilities."

WCT’s COVID Drive
Nonprofit arts organizations and
commercial entertainment firms
continue see red ink as more and
more events are cancelled or postponed. Among them is the Westmoreland Cultural Trust
(WCT), which has announced a
campaign called Keep the Arts
Alive.
A
posting on the WCT web site explains that the COVID-19 pandemic has forced the cancellation
of over 350 programs with a projected loss of at least $500,000 --a substantial amount for a largely
rural county with a mere 340 people per square mile (compared
with Allegheny County's 1,700
people per square mile).

On November 17, the American Alliance of Museums
(AAM) released disturbing but
not unexpected research on the
COVID-19 pandemic's harmful effects on the nation's museums.
A press release condenses the
news as such: "museums are
losing millions while operating
on slim reserves, leaving about
one-third of all institutions at
risk of permanent closure. As
we’re witnessing increases in
COVID-19 cases across the
country . . . museum directors
fear that their institutions will
not be able to recover from
another lockdown as over half
have less than six months of
financial savings remaining."
You can read a summary of the
research's report by clicking
here.

The WCT's size relative to its
population makes this loss a crises
on levels beyond the artistic. “It’s
not only our organization that is
suffering," CEO April Kopas told
the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review's
Patrick Varine, "but also local
businesses, restaurants and lodging partners who rely on our arts
patrons to infuse more than $12
million annually into the local
economy.”
At press time, the WCT web site
identified just under $5,000 in
contributions.
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KDKA Unionizes
The 27 producers at ViacomCBS'
local station, KDKA-TV, are now
members of SAG-AFTRA. The
union made the announcement on
November 23, which explained
that these staffers "first informed
station management of their intention to organize on Oct. 22, 2020,
with the presentation of a petition
signed by nearly 75% of their
colleagues."

“This is a win for KDKA producers and a testament to the power
of union membership," said SAGAFTRA President Gabrielle Carteris. "Our new members can now
negotiate to achieve the same
types of protections and benefits
their brother and sister SAGAFTRA members --- their own
colleagues --- have been enjoying
for more than half of a century.”

The union and its
precursor, AFTRA
has represented
the station's on-air personnel since
the 1950's. This new unit's steering committee states that they
"look forward to negotiating for a
fair contract that will make
KDKA a better place for journalists, so we can continue to serve
Western Pennsylvanians with
strong local news for years to
come.”

In other news, the Pittsburgh
Courier reports that journalist
Lisa Washington has left KDKA
to become a lead anchor at WNEP
-TV, a station in Scranton owned
by Tegna, Inc.

An updated version of SAGAFTRA's Young Performers
Handbook is now online. It provides valuable information for
youth and their parents on subjects
such as agents, the casting process,
on-set education and work rules.
Download the pdf.

COVID Hits
CBS Hard
People may be watching a lot of
TV during the pandemic, but that
isn't doesn't mean more revenue
for the networks. ViacomCBS is
a good example, reports MediaPost.com's Wayne Friedman.
"Company-wide advertising --while still affected by issues arising from the COVID-19 pandemic --- sank 6% to $2.19 billion
in the July through September
period," Friedman writes. "This is
an improvement when looking at
the last nine months, which have
seen an 18% decline to $6.6 billion."
Political advertising has helped.
But with so many businesses partially or completely shut down,
they'd had neither the incentive
nor the dollars to buy ad time.
Even the company's flagship net-
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Sinclair
Loses
Billions
The pandemic --- coupled with
other issues --- has triggered a
stunning $4.1 billion operating
loss for Sinclair Broadcast
Group (SBG), the owner of two
Pittsburgh TV stations.

MediaPost.com's Wayne Friedman explains that the troubling
third quarter can also be blamed
on the company's "regional sports
networks (RSNs) issues including
subscriber erosion [and] the loss
of two major distributors." Hulu+
and YouTube TV both dropped
SBG's sports networks.
In an effort to turn things around,
SBG has reached an agreement
with Bally and will rebrand the
RSNs as Bally Sports.
In other news, the company has
named John Zeigler as Chief Marketing officer.
work saw advertising revenue
drop 1%.
"On the positive front, ViacomCBS domestic streaming subscribers reached 17.9 million from
its CBS All Access/Showtime
platforms --- 72% higher than a
year ago. ViacomCBS’ free
streaming service, Pluto TV witnessed an increase in monthly
active users --- 57% higher to
28.4 million."
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Unions’
COVID Pact
With the pandemic forcing more
performances going online, two
key entertainment unions have
reached a pact to function in a
world dominated by COVID-19.

The Screen Actors GuildAmerican Federation of Television and Radio Artists (SAGAFTRA) and Actors’ Equity
Association (AEA) announced in
November an agreement that
"serves the best interests of both
of their memberships. The agreement reaffirms the historic solidarity and deep bonds between
Equity and SAG-AFTRA and
their members."
Both unions have hundreds of
members in the Pittsburgh region
and SAG-AFTRA operates a fulltime office in Downtown Pittsburgh.
The simple, eight-page agreement
designates an official end to the
"Pandemic Period" (December 31,
2021) and sets parameters for
collaboration. These parameters
involve using professional crews
in streaming (both live and pretaped) concerts, staged readings,
plays, musicals and other productions normally limited to the
stage.
This agreement is available for
any interested party by clicking
here.
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iHeart: More People Gone
A third round of layoffs and furloughs by iHeart Media includes
Pittsburgh in the sweep, reports
Lance Venta for RadioInsight.com.

The first batch of reductions occurred in January. Stations in over
100 cities were affected. This
included cutting loose KISS 96.1
personality, DJ Scottro. The second happened in September when
CEO Bob Pittman and CFO Rich
Bressler sending a sympathetic
memo to employees nationwide:

"Clearly the [COVID-19 economic] downturn has been deeper
and longer than originally expected . . . While we have brought
back some of our furloughed colleagues and will continue to bring
back some others, we will unfortunately be eliminating a number
of our furloughed jobs. These
decisions were not made easily or
quickly --- and they are all painful. These are good people who
really care about our company,
and to lose any is hard."
Among those leaving their jobs in
the third round come from
WWSW: Sheri Van Dyke and
Peter Morely.

ViacomCBS Sells S&S
Simon & Schuster, the venerable
publishing house, has been sold
by ViacomCBS to Bertelsmann's Penguin Random House
division.
The company was
founded
by publishers
Richard L. Simon (1899-1960)
and Max Lincoln Schuster (18971970) in 1924. (The former is also
the father of singer Carly Simon).
It has grown into the nation's third
largest book publishing firm.
Simon & Schuster was acquired
by the defunct multinational
Gulf+Western, which then owned
Paramount Pictures, and took the
Paramount name. The publisher
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became part of Viacom when it
bought Paramount in 1994 and
remained connected in some form
with CBS. In March of this year,
ViacomCBS announced its desire
to sell Simon & Schuster because
it "does not have significant connection for our broader business."
Penguin Random House is offering $2.175 billion in cash. The
sale still needs regulatory approval.
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PSO Cans
More Shows
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact all kinds of live
performances. On November 23,
the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra announced the cancellation of all Heinz Hall programming through
March 2021.
“It deeply saddens us to
know that we
will not be
together with
audiences at
Heinz Hall this winter to enjoy
the outstanding experience of live
music with the orchestra, but we
must continue to prioritize the
health and safety of all of our
community members, and current
guidance and restrictions make
gathering together not possible,”
said PSO president Melia
Tourangeau in a press release.
“These times call on us to adapt
and innovate, and continue to
bring the experience of great music, so while we are working on
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VLS Buys ProAdv
The Pittsburgh-based Vincent
Lighting Services (VLS) has
acquired the assets of Production
Advantage and is integrating
them with VLS' existing services.
VLS is backed by Canterbury
Capital LLC.
Founded in
1991, Production Advantage
provides professional production supplies and equipment
(including installation) to theaters,
festivals, outdoor concerts and
houses of worship. The company's
revised plans for the winter, we
invite all to join us for our exciting online digital series, 'Front
Row', which brings together our
magnificent musicians with inventive programs in special
places.”
In other PSO news, the orchestra
has hired Mary Anne Talotta to be
Senior Vice President and Chief
Development Officer. She most
recently worked at the Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum in New

web site (proadv.com) has been
rebranded as Production Advantage Powered by VLS.
A company web site explains that
"Canterbury’s goal is to grow and
expand ProAdv.com as a platform
for equipment and supplies. Current, former, and future clients of
Pennsylvania [Production Advantage is based in Vermont - ed.]
and VLS will continue to receive
outstanding service and support in
the most simple, efficient and
transparent manner possible."

York City where she led fundraising efforts since 2012.
The PSO has also added four new
board members: Jeff Craft (of
accounting giant Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu Limited); wealth management professional Myah
Moore Irick; cardiologist Dr. Joon
S. Lee; and philanthropist Ryan
Vaccaro.
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Local Artist
Is Finalist
A four-member jury has selected
Pittsburgh artist Su Su to be
among the ten finalists for the
next Bennett Prize.
Established in 2018, the Bennett
Prize awards $50,000 to a woman
artist to create her own solo exhibition of figurative realist paintings, which will travel the country. The prize program is the creation of retired attorney Steven
Alan Bennett and his wife, educator Dr. Elaine Melotti Schmidt.
Both are art collectors who specialize in realist paintings of
women by women. The prize is
administered through the Pittsburgh Foundation.
Su Su was raised in Beijing, attended Carnegie Mellon University and currently calls Pittsburgh
home. She explores issues
(especially those involving globalization) through narrative deconstruction, spontaneity, abstraction and surrealism.
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NEP Up For Award
An interesting piece an of technology developed by Pittsburghbased NEP Group is under consideration for an IABM BaM
Award.

IABM (originally the International Association of Broadcasting Manufacturers) is the international trade association for broadcast and media technology suppliers. IABM facilitates the allimportant networking and interaction that shape and define the
unique ecosystem of the broadcast
and media technology industry.
The Mini Tx UHD is the world's
smallest low-latency, ultra high
definition (UHD) wireless transmitter. It measures just 85mm
long by 56 mm wide and 28mm

deep, and was developed entirely
in-house by NEP's Broadcast
Sports International (BSI) team. A
company press release explains
that the "Mini Tx UHD can transmit in two entirely different frequency bands (e.g., 2GHz &
7GHz) via its software-defined
radio, offering complete on-site
spectrum flexibility without the
need for changeable radio modules. But, even with its compact
size, the Mini Tx UHD includes
all the features expected from a
traditional wireless video transmitter, and more, with predistortion, GPS, WiFi and a 3-axis
accelerometer as standard and a
dual UHF receiver to add robustness and flexibility to the camera
control."
The BSI team has been nominated
in the Connect category. Winners
of the IABM BaM Awards are to
be announced on December 2.

Images

The finalists’ works will be presented from May 20 to September
12, 2021 at the Muskegon Museum of Art. The winner will be
announced at the opening. To
learn more, visit the Bennett Prize
web site.

Mark Milovats is among the artists appearing in a special one hour
“Pittsburgh Tempo” December 29 at 8pm on Channel Pittsburgh.
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CMNH’s New Merch
Real fossils have inspired new
merchandise being offered by the
Carnegie Museum of the Natural
History. This new line has been
developed in partnership with two
local firms: screenprinter Commonwealth Press and designer
Pfaltzgraphic.

“We loved everything about being involved with this project,”
says Michael Pfaltzgraff in a
press release. “The museum has
always been a very important

place to my family and me, so
getting the opportunity to design
things for them is an absolute
honor. Furthermore, getting to
work with Commonwealth is
amazing, as we have always been
admirers of their work. The energy and ideas around this made
this project fun to do. We really
hope everyone likes the stuff!”
The humor of curator Tim Pearce
and the museum's mascot, Dippy
the Dinosaur, also provided inspirations. The COVID-19 pandemic delayed the launch, but the
products are now available on the
museum's web site.

New News Net Coming
Yet another news network is planning to launch --- and WPXI-TV's
corporate parent, Cox Media
Group may take part.
Cox Media Group (CMG) was
spun off by Cox Enterprises in
2019, which retains a 19.9% stake
in the company. Investment firm
Apollo Global Management
owns the remaining 70.9%.
DuJuan McCoy, owner and CEO
of Indianapolis-based Circle City
Broadcasting is spearheading the
creation of the Multicultural
News Network (MNN), which is
being described as "an unbiased
national forum for the voices of
America’s underserved multicultural communities." These include
people of color, LGBTQ and others.
McCoy said in a press release:
“The MNN concept has been in
development for years and I am
very excited to make this an-

nouncement particularly along
with many valued and supportive
partners. We believe MNN will
change the way Americans view
news while providing a national
platform for many underserved
diverse communities that are
voiceless in America’s current
national news media landscape.
Through MNN, numerous multicultural communities will have a
regular platform for their stories
and perspectives to be heard.”
CMG announced on November
24 that the company is exploring
a strategic partnership with MNN.
Plans call for the network to
launch in late 2021.
In other news, CMG has appointed Joseph “J.P.” Hannan as
its new Executive Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer. And
long-time news anchor Peggy
Finnegan has announced her retirement as of December 18. She
joined the station in 1990.
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Warhol
Grants
Alex Greenberger reports for ArtNews that 22 writers have been
recipients of a grant program of
The Andy Warhol Foundation
for the Visual Arts.

Established through a request in
the will of Pittsburgh art pioneer
Andy Warhol (1928-1987), the
foundation seeks to foster innovative artistic expression and the
creative process.
The grants are part of the foundation's Arts Writing Initiative,
which is described on its web site
as an effort to address an
"essential but under-funded area
in the arts: criticism and general
writing about the visual arts. The
project has two components:
grants to writers, which support
various types of projects, from
books to essays to experimental
writing in new media; and grants
to non-profit arts publications."
Grants range in amounts from
$15,000 to $50,000 with three
categories: short-form writing,
articles and books. Greenberger
reports that $675,000 in funds are
being distributed. "Among those
set to take home grants for shortform writing this year are Jessica
Lynne, a cofounder of the website
Arts.Black, who will write about
intergenerational histories of
Black women artists." He has
provided a full list as part of his
article which can be read by clicking here.
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Keep Your Eyes
On Us!

As venues finalize their new
schedules, we’ll update
our event listings!

Opportunities
Experts who want to share their expertise are being invited by the Greater Pittsburgh Arts Council for its workshop series. Selected presenters and panelists will receive a $200 honorarium. A typical workshop lasts approximately 90 minutes, including up to 75 minutes of hands-on training, discussion, lecture or panel presentation. Anyone interested in leading a workshop is asked to submit a proposal no later than December 18. Click here for more
information.
Vincent Lighting Systems (VLS) is searching for a new shop manager for the rental and production department.
The selected individual will supervise all labor in the rental shop and will be responsible for scheduling crew for
productions and off-site needs. Details and application.
The East Liberty Branch of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh is seeking a professional to provide strategic direction and oversight for various large-scale projects. The full job description offers lots of details.
City Theatre Company is hiring an ensemble of 7 to 8 diverse, professional, Non-Equity actors to comprise the
casts of this year’s Young Playwrights Festival, directed by Monteze Freeland. This year’s festival will be presented in a digital format and all rehearsals will be virtual. Participants will be paid a stipend. Video submissions
are due by December 9. Click here for details.
LifeWrite.org is the non-profit initiative of Opyrus.com, a self-betterment platform to encourage everyone to find
the writer within. A portion of the proceeds from the sale of Soldiers Share will be donated to an organization that
helps Veterans. They are looking for essays or poems (1000 word max) from those currently serving, veterans or
friends and family of soldiers about their experience. Click here for details.

ViacomCBS' KDKA-TV is looking for a full-time assistant news director. Details and application are available
online.
Various crew positions, especially engineering and carpentry, remain available at NEP Group's home base in
Pittsburgh. Access the full list.
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Pittsburgh Actress Dies
Actress and Pittsburgh native
Dena Dietrich has died. The
news was reported in The Hollywood Reporter by Mike Barnes. Dietrich passed away of
natural causes at the age of 91.
Dietrich studied at the American Academy of Dramatic
Arts with future stars such as
Grace Kelly and Jason Robards. Her Broadway credits
include the original stage production of Neil Simon's "The
Prisoner of Second Avenue."
Dietrich appeared in various
films including 1981's "History
of the World Part I."

But it was on television that
Dietrich found a wide audience. From 1971 to 1979, she
portrait Mother Nature in a
popular series of commercials
for Chiffon margarine ("It's not
nice to fool Mother Nature!")
Dena Dietrich retired in 2007.
See her famous commercial by
clicking below.

Holiday Fest

December 24—December 31
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Pittsburgh
Writer Dies
One of the most successful alumni
of WQED-TV, writer/producer
Charlie Hauck, has died. He was
79 and succumbed to pancreatic
cancer. The news was reported by
Greg Evans for Deadline.
The Cleveland native began his
career after graduating college in
1963. Among the long-time
friends he made at QED was actor
Michael Keaton. Hauck remembered his friend after relocating to
the West Coast. “Charlie was one
of the first people who opened the
door for me,” Keaton told Evans.
“I was about a month away from
moving to New York, and Charlie
said, ‘I think you ought to think
about Los Angeles.’ And I’ll
never forget the expression he
used. He said, ‘It’s wide open out
here.’ I thought, ‘Yeah, I’ll come
out,’ and I never thought I’d stay.
And I just never left.”
Hauck wrote for various television series including "MASH",
"One Day at a Time," "Maud" and
"Home Improvement." He also
created the sitcom "The Associates" (1979-1980), which brought
Canadian performer Martin Short
to the U.S. and "Valerie" (19861991) starring Valerie Harper
(and was eventually renamed
"The Hogan Family").
You can learn more about Charlie
Hauk by reading Greg Evans'
obituary.
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1. The man or his Code
4. The other side?
8. The club for uncool high school
kids, initially
9. Famous British school
10. Mr. Combs, to pals
11. Allen or McQueen
12. Another name for Santa
13. Common Latin abbr.
14. Christmas lead-in
18. Something kids create for Santa
22. Creative thought
24. Dine or sup
25. Someone between the ages
of 12 and 20
26. Broadcast
27. From the beginning to this
28. Common holiday feeling
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1. Common fashion addition in 2020
2. Finished
3. Feeling
4. The last “Golden Girl” (with 16-Down)
5. The past-tense of 24-Across
6. An acronym that will sadly always be
connected with the year 2020
7. Flexible lower joint
15. What many people do to their
leftover turkey
16. See 4-Down
17. Petrol quantity in Britain
18. Unwanted garden growth
19. Author Fleming, to pals
20. Secret home for a Fleming villain
(maybe)
21. Popular brand of baseball cards
23. Another word for 20-Down

